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Abstract Exploring the interleaving space of a multi-
threaded program to efficiently detect concurrency bugs is
important but also difficult because of the astronomically
many thread schedules. This paper presents a novel frame-
work to decompose a thread schedule generator that explores
the interleaving space into the composition of a basic gener-
ator and its extension under the “small interleaving hypoth-
esis”. Under this framework, we in-depth analyzed research
work on interleaving space exploration, illustrated how to de-
sign an effective schedule generator, and shed light on future
research opportunities.

Keywords Survey, Testing, Concurrency Bugs, Interleav-
ing Space

1 INTRODUCTION

Concurrency bugs are notoriously hard to find that have
resulted in serious consequences as the prevalence of multi-
threaded programs. The research community decades worked
on static and dynamic program analysis approaches to the
validation and verification of multi-threaded programs. Static
analysis works by summarizing source code properties with-
out actually executing it [1–4]. This paper focuses on dy-
namic analysis which works by checking against specifica-
tion violations on an observed multi-threaded program’s exe-
cution.

Dynamic analysis parses a single observed execution trace
under a particular thread scheduling. Multi-threaded pro-
grams are non-deterministic where different thread sched-
ules may lead to different results even under a fixed input.
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Concurrency bugs are usually hidden in specific thread in-
terleavings. Based on the execution trace, dynamic analysis
can precisely identify a wide variety of concurrency bugs in-
cluding races [5–23], atomicity violations [24–31], and dead-
locks [32–34].

To conduct dynamic analysis on a multi-threaded program
for concurrency bug detection, one must execute the program
under diverse thread schedules. A program consisting of n
threads and totally k execution steps has O(nk) distinct thread
nk schedules; however, only few of them manifest concur-
rency bugs [35]. Various approaches have been proposed
to explore the interleaving space from enumeration, random
sampling to adopting heuristic guidelines.

As a complement of existing surveys [36, 37], this paper
tries to in-depth analyze the state-of-the-art of interleaving
space exploration problem in a novel perspective:

First, we treat each interleaving space exploration tech-
nique as a schedule generator for exercising diverse thread
schedules. We provide a formal definition of a schedule gen-
erator based on a simplified thread model.

Second, we develop a framework for in-depth studying of
existing mechanisms and policies for thread schedule gener-
ation. With small interleaving hypothesis and the inspiration
from prior work, which systematically enumerating sched-
ules with a deterministic scheduler and a delay explorer [38],
the framework decomposes a schedule generator into two
main parts: a basic scheduler and an extension. The ratio-
nale of such a decomposition is that: the basic scheduler is
simple and close to the behaviors exposed by common sched-
ulers, which may not manifest concurrency bugs; while the
scheduling extension is used to add extra controls to the ba-
sic schedulers, which targets for buggy schedules.

Third, with the framework of schedule generator and its
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Fig. 1: The Design of Scheduler Generators

decomposition, we survey recent work on how to design a
schedule generator. We study different basic schedulers and
classify different extensions by their purposes, as shown in
Figure 1. Conceptually, the schedule generator first lever-
ages a basic scheduler to explore the common schedules. The
basic schedulers define a family of schedules it can expose,
and these schedules can be recorded and analyzed to gener-
ate new scheduling decisions by extensions. Then, more ex-
tra controls are added to the basic schedulers to exercise other
different schedules 1). For an effective schedule generator, we
desire a high-quality basic scheduler that is simple but able to
manifest diverse schedules and a delicate extension that adds
little additional interference. Our study sheds light on how
to construct such a schedule generator by choosing a proper
basic scheduler with appropriate extensions.

This paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 makes def-
initions and gives an overview of our framework on sched-
uler designs. Section 3 and Section 4 survey recent work to
introduce the basic schedulers and to elaborate on different
scheduling extensions. Section 5 proposes research opportu-
nities, Section 6 describes related work, and Section 7 con-
cludes this paper.

2 SCHEDULE GENERATORS FOR INTER-
LEAVING SPACE EXPLORATION

Exploring the interleaving space of multi-threaded pro-
grams is crucial to dynamic analysis of multi-threaded pro-
grams and has been studied by research communities for a
long time [36, 39–41]. After surveying related techniques,
we found that most of them can be described as a schedule
generator, which can be further decomposed for an easier ex-

1) Note that, in practice, the extra controls can work simultaneously with
the basic schedulers instead of the pipeline workflow.

ploration design. In the following sections, we introduce the
terminology and their definitions, and then, we present the
dynamic analysis procedure and describe the schedule gener-
ator formally.

2.1 Notations and Definitions

A multi-threaded program P consists of a set of threads
T = {t1, . . . , tn}. Each thread executes a series of thread-local
computations and an operation on a shared object (a shared
memory variable or a lock variable). Each operation on a
shared object is associated with an event e of the following
types:

• read(t, x)/write(t, x) for thread t accessing the shared
memory variable x;

• lock(t, `)/unlock(t, `) for thread t performing a syn-
chronization operation on the lock variable `;

• fork(t, t′)/join(t, t′) for thread t forking/joining a
thread t′.

We use e.op ∈ {read, write, lock, unlock, fork, join},
e.t ∈ T , and e.x to denote the operation type, the thread, and
the variable associated with an event e.

The program execution is modeled as a transition system
(S ,∆, s0), where S is the set of states, ∆ ∈ S × S is the transi-
tion set, and s0 ∈ S is the initial state. A state consists of all
shared variables and their corresponding values, and a transi-
tion s

e
→ s′ means a new state s′ is reached by enforcing an

event e in state s. Without ambiguities, we also use s
t
→ s′ to

denote the same transition because event e (enforced by t) is
determined by thread t in state s. In each state, threads may
be blocked (e.g., acquiring a lock that has been owned by
another thread), or active, which are ready to be selected to
enforce an event. We denote the active threads as enable(s).
An execution consists of continuous transitions from the ini-
tial state s0 to the final state sn+1, i.e., s0

e0
→ s1

e1
→ · · ·

en
→ sn+1,

where ∀ei, ei.t ∈ enable(si).
Chronologically concatenating all events in a program ex-

ecution yields an execution trace τ, a sequence of events
τ = 〈e0, . . . , en〉. We denote events in τ that are performed
by thread t as τ�t, and use τi: j = 〈ei, ei+1, . . . , e j〉 to denote
a subsequence of τ. The schedule of a trace τ, sched(τ), is
defined as the sequence of thread identifiers in τ: sched(τ) =

〈e1.t, e2.t, . . . , en.t〉. Given a state s, we can get the trace that
leading to s by trace(s). And last(s) represent the last
thread in the schedule. Note that in different memory mod-
els [42, 43], the same trace may lead to different states, and
different traces may lead to the same state. Since we focus
on how to explore thread interleaving space, we assume the
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Algorithm 1: Schedule Generation
Input: Multi-threaded program P

1 Procedure Dynamic_Analysis()
2 Q← {s0}

3 while Q , ∅ do
4 s← Q \ {s}
5 // Analyze trace(s)
6 for t ∈ Φ(s) do
7 s

t
→ s′ // State transition

8 Q← Q ∪ {s′}

sequential consistency memory model in this paper as pri-
ori work [44–47], i.e., when given fixed inputs, executing the
same event sequence always leads to the same result2).

The schedule generator Φ is responsible to select threads
executing events in state s, which is formally defined as Φ :
S 7→ 2T . In contrast to regular schedulers, e.g., schedulers in
operating systems, which always select just one thread each
time, the schedule generator may select multiple threads to
execute at once in state s, and each selected thread enforces
its corresponding event to reach a new state from s.

2.2 Understanding Schedule Generators: A Framework

Dynamic analysis of a multi-threaded program is to execute
the program and analyze the execution traces, as shown in
Algorithm 1. From the initial state s0, the dynamic analysis
continuously uses the schedule generator Φ to generate new
states, which is added to the work-list and exercised later,
at Line 6–8. This procedure is similar to stateless model
checking [44] except that it relies on the schedule generator
to explore the interleaving space instead of enumerating all
schedules directly3). Thus, the schedule generator is impor-
tant, which decides which schedules to be checked. Note that
the trace can also be logged and analyzed offline.

As the small scope hypothesis states: “a high proportion
of bugs can be found by testing the program for all test inputs
within some small scope” [49]. We believe that for multi-
threaded programs, many concurrency bugs can be detected
with the “small interleaving”, which is characterized by the
following hypothesis:

2) It is also another important problem about how to explore memory
model related behaviors.

3) The dynamic analysis includes model checking and testing, and we
name testing scheduler here because model checking can be regarded as “su-
per testing” [48].

…
if (thd->proc_info) {

fputs(thd->proc_info, …);
}

…

…
thd->proc_info = NULL;

…

𝑡1 𝑡2
Fig. 2: A Real Concurrency Bug

Small InterleavingHypothesis. A high proportion of
concurrency bugs can manifest by small thread inter-
leaving.

The small interleaving not only means the number of
thread switches, e.g., existing work has shown that concur-
rency bugs can be found by several thread switches [47, 50],
but also that it is sufficient to add a little more extra controls
to a default scheduler.

Inspired by the small interleaving hypothesis, we decom-
pose a schedule generator into two parts: a basic schedule
generator and an extension schedule generator4). The former
represents a simple scheduler that can also be used directly as
a schedule generator, but it may be difficult to manifest con-
currency bugs; while the latter is used to add extra controls to
disturb schedules from the basic.

We proposed the framework of a schedule generator as:

Φ = Φbasic × Φextension.

This framework also coincides with the bug manifestation.
Consider a bug presented in existing work [50], as shown in
Figure 2, to manifest it, both threads should execute under a
default OS scheduler for long to reach the code snippet; then,
small interleaving is controlled to trigger the bug. We can see
that: first, the default scheduler is important because most
thread executions depend on it; second, its quality largely af-
fects bug finding capabilities because it controls threads to
reach the potential buggy code snippet; third, it is, however,
insufficient to trigger bugs directly because events from t1
usually enforced continuously, which means that we need ex-
tra controls.

We also generalize the framework further, where the ex-
tension generator not only adds extra controls to disturb ba-
sic schedulers, but also may generate new schedules, explore
more relaxed behaviors, as shown in Figure 1. For example,
the schedule obtained from the current state s is 〈t1, t2, t2〉, and
the enable set is enable(s) = {t1, t2, t3}. A basic scheduler
may let the current thread t2 continue to execute or preempt

4) For brevity, we name them “basic scheduler” and “extension”, sepa-
rately, and use these terminologies interchangeably without ambiguities.
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it with t1 or t3, which results in three possible new schedules.
However, the extension can add extra controls by pruning the
second schedule, and thus, generating a thread set {t1, t3} as
candidates for state s.

2.3 Discussion

“If the small scope hypothesis holds, it is more effective to
do systematic testing within a small scope than to generate
fewer test inputs of a larger scope” [49]. Analogously, it is
also more effective in systematic testing within a small in-
terleaving space when our hypothesis holds. Existing work
can support this to extent5): model checking in a bounded
interleaving space is more effective than pure random test-
ing [45, 46, 51]; systematic random testing in a bounded in-
terleaving space is also more effective than pure random test-
ing [47, 52].

Furthermore, many current techniques also follow the
small interleaving hypothesis: a multi-threaded program first
works as a sequential program; therefore, when generating
workload for them, we can generate a sequential prefix with
a concurrent short/simple suffix [53]; most concurrency bugs
manifest within only two or three threads [50]; we can trig-
ger concurrency bugs by few thread switches [47, 50]; the
events involved in a concurrency bug may be close on the
timeline [54]. We have tried to design a new schedule gen-
erator according to the hypothesis. It consists of a new ba-
sic scheduler and extensions, which will be discussed in Sec-
tion 5.

3 BASIC SCHEDULE GENERATORS

Basic schedulers are simple and common where multi-
threaded programs exercise stable schedules, i.e., concur-
rency bugs may not manifest by these schedules. We intro-
duce some widely-used basic schedulers in the following.

Enumeration Φenum. Enumeration is the intuitive ap-
proach to exercise schedules, which selects all possible
threads in state s, i.e.,

Φenum = enable(s).

It is the fundamental of software model checking multi-
threaded programs [44]. Since programs execute by repeat-
edly selecting a thread t to enforce an event e in state s until
the execution terminates, and Φenum enumerates all possible
threads in each state, the interleaving space, from the perspec-
tive of Φenum, can be regarded as a tree that is the traditional
representation, as shown in Figure 3.

5) Although outcomes do not imply the hypothesis

...

t1

. . .

t1

. . .

t2
. . .

t3

t2

...

t3

Fig. 3: Interleaving space as a tree. There are three threads,
each node represents a state, and the edge is the thread selec-
tion.

Φenum, in theory, is able to detect all concurrency bugs be-
cause it enumerates all schedules; however, it is intractable to
enforce the enumeration in practice as the number of sched-
ules is astronomical. We usually exploit extra extensions to
prune unnecessary schedules when enumerating them, which
are introduced in the following section.

Random Φrand. Random scheduler selects a thread to ex-
ecute randomly in state s, i.e.,

Φrand = {rand(enable(s))}.

It is widely used by stress testing [47] and other tech-
niques [55, 56], but it is usually inefficient because buggy
schedules are not uniformly distributed [57], which means
that there is a low probability to find buggy schedules be-
cause most schedules do not manifest bugs. Thus, many ex-
tensions with heuristics or probability guaranteed approaches
have been proposed to work with Φrand.

Round Robin Φrr. Round robin scheduler selects threads
in a predefined order one by one [58]; if the selected thread is
blocked, the follow-up thread is chosen. Suppose the order O
is defined for each thread and comparable, and the distance
between two threads is also computable, It is formalized as:

Φrr = {t | t ∈ enable(s)∧Olast(s) � Ot∧min(‖Ot−Olast(s) ‖)},

which means to pick a next available thread with the mini-
mum distance.

Priority Φprio. Priority-based scheduler assigns each
thread with a priority, and it always selects the thread with
the highest priority [59] to execute. We use Θt to denote the
priority of thread t, then,

Φprio = {t | t ∈ enable(s) ∧ max(Θt)}.

Extra controls can be used to adjust the priority assignments,
which will change the schedules 6).

6) Note that Φprio can be use to simulate other basic schedulers, such as
Φrand , Φrr , but such a simulation is tricky and needs delicate priority assign-
ments; so there is no need to use Φprio to substitute other basic schedulers.
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Speed Controlled Φscs. Speed control scheduler [60] as-
signs each thread with a speed value. All these values form a
speed vector Γ, which represents that in an unit-time interval
(an epoch) with length L, the number of events enforced by
any thread pair t, t′ ∈ T is subject to the ratio of their speed
values Γt : Γt′ . For a sufficiently large epoch size L < |τ|, as
the trace τ becomes longer, we have

lim
L,|τ|→∞

∣∣∣(τk:k+L)�t

∣∣∣∣∣∣(τk:k+L)�t′
∣∣∣ =

Γt

Γt′

for any 1 ≤ k < |τ| − L; here, |τ| is the number of events in
trace τ.

In practical implementations, each thread has an execu-
tion deposit, Γt ∗D, which represents the number of events a
thread t can enforce during the current interval, where D is a
constant value. Thread t also owns a counter Ct that counts
the number of events it has enforced in the current interval.
Φscs selects one thread that still has execution deposits to run.
If there are multiple available threads, it selects one of them
randomly. Thus, we have

Φscs = {rand({t | t ∈ enable(s) ∧ Ct<Γt ∗ D})}.

We summarize the basic schedulers in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of basic schedulers.

Scheduler Summary

Enumeration Φenum
Enumerate all possible threads in a
state.

Random Φrand
Randomly select a thread from
enable(s).

Round Robin Φrr Select threads in an predefined order.

Priority Φprio
Select the thread with the highest
priority.

Speed Controlled Φscs
Randomly select a thread that still has
execution deposits.

4 EXTENSION SCHEDULE GENERATORS

According to our small interleaving hypothesis, extra ex-
tensions are responsible to reinforce the detection power of
basic schedulers. We present different extensions in this sec-
tion, which can be used to prune the interleaving space, to
provide guidelines for basic schedulers to manifest bugs or to
expand execution traces.

4.1 Classifications of Extension Schedule Generators

We classify extension schedule generators into three main
categories according to their usages.

Since extensions are used to help basic schedulers, the first
main category is to reduce the interleaving space. There are
two primary approaches to reducing the space, i.e., bound-
ing the interleaving space directly and avoiding redundant ex-
plorations. We name them interleaving space bounding and
schedule reduction, respectively. Particularly, when reducing
the space for random exploration, it will have a higher prob-
ability to manifest concurrency bugs, thus, named as prob-
ability promotion. We classify these extensions into a sub-
category because these extensions are adapted to random ex-
ploration, which is common in concurrency testing.

The second category of extensions is used to explore spe-
cific schedules, which contains error-prone multi-threading
patterns or expected constraints. The extensions can help ba-
sic schedule generators target schedules online with guide-
lines or offline. The former is classified as interleaving guide-
line further; the latter generates new schedules offline, i.e.,
schedule synthesis.

The last category of extensions attempts to explore more
execution behaviors based on basic schedule generators, i.e.,
exercising diverse behaviors.

4.2 Extension for Interleaving Space Bounding

As we present above, the intuitive basic scheduler Φenum at-
tempts to enumerate all possible schedules, which can work
without any extensions because it, in theory, can detect all
bugs. However, the interleaving space is astronomically huge
in practice, it is necessary to use extensions to prune the in-
terleaving space. A simple approach is to carry out depth first
search (DFS) in the interesting space [44] and to bound the
depth. As this only covers shallow states (e.g., it may only
model check executions of program initializations), it is usu-
ally not adopted directly. We introduce other approaches to
bounding the interleaving space.

Context bounding is also known as switch bounding. A
context is a sequence of events enforced by a single thread,
and a thread switch in trace τ = 〈e0, . . .〉 is defined as

∃i, 0< i< |τ| ∧ ei.t,ei−1.t.

Take trace τ = 〈e1, e2, e3, e4, e5〉 as example, and its sched-
ule is sched(τ) = 〈t1, t2, t2, t3, t1〉; then, there are four con-
texts: 〈e1〉, 〈e2, e3〉, 〈e4〉, and 〈e5〉, which also means there are
three thread switches. Thus, the context bounding extension
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Table 2: Summary of Scheduling Extensions.

Technique (Year) Basic× Extension Summary
Context/Preemption-

bounded (2005)
(Φenum, Φrand , Φprio, Φscs) ×
Bounding interleaving space It exercises schedules containing at most k contexts or preemptions [45, 51].

Delay-bounded
(2011)

(any) ×
Bounding interleaving space

It transforms the traditional interleaving space into a binary-tree space, and bounds the
number of invoking delay explorer [46].

Verisoft (1997)
(any) ×

Schedule reduction
It filters out threads that are independent with the last(s) when enumerating new states
from state s [44].

DPOR (2005)

Inspect (2008)
(any) ×

Schedule reduction
It inserts backtracking points where conflicted events can be executed forward to result
in different schedules during explorations [61, 62].

Lapor (2019)
(any) ×

Schedule reduction

It regards lock acquisition events as unordered, identifies critical sections with conflicted
read-write events, and just explores different schedules between conflict critical
sections [63].

RAPOS (2007)
(Φrand , Φscs) ×

Higher probability

It randomly selects multiple threads to enforce events concurrently, where each thread’s
event is independent with each other but is dependent on the last event last(s) in state
s [35].

PCT (2010)
(Φprio) ×

Higher probability
It exploits the priority scheduler and randomly samples d schedule points, at which it
lowers the priority of the current thread, thus, switches to another thread [47].

PPCT (2012)
(Φprio) ×

Higher probability
It is similar to PCT except that it maintains two thread priority sets, where any thread in
the high priority set is allowed to execute [52].

POS (2018)
(Φprio) ×

Higher probability
It is based on Φprio, and attempts to sample a schedule satisfying a partial order by
randomly reassigning priorities to each event in the enable set after every selection [57].

ConTest (2005)
(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×

Guideline It guides the exploration to cover higher synchronization coverages [64].

RaceFuzzer (2008)
(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×

Guideline
It uses an unsound data race detector to find potential racing statement pairs and guides
sampling schedules manifesting these races [55].

Ctrigger (2009)
(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×

Guideline
It records schedules, analyzes atomicity violation patterns in these traces, and attempts to
insert delays to result in the potential bugs [27].

DeadlockFuzzer
(2009)

(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×
Guideline

It uses an unsound deadlock detector to find potential bugs and guides sampling
schedules manifesting these deadlocks [56].

HaPset (2011)
(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×

Guideline
It attempts to cover more statement pairs, where one statement enforcing an event is
immediately dependent upon another [65].

Concurrit (2012)
(Φenum) ×
Guideline

It adopts a cooperative model checking strategy where it allows programmers to specify
interesting schedules by customized annotations in the programs [66].

SyncPair (2012)
(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×

Guideline It uses the synchronization-pair coverage to guide the exploration [67].

DrFinder (2015)
(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×

Guideline It attempts to reverse acquisition-release relations to find hidden data races [15].

CheckMate (2010)
(Φenum) ×
Synthesis

It uses customized annotations to abstract traces into trace programs containing only
synchronization events, and model checks the generated programs to find deadlocks [68].

PENELOPE (2010)
(any) ×

Synthesis
It abstracts a given trace and use its algorithmic analysis to generate new schedules that
contain atomicity violations [69].

Racageddon (2014)
(Φrand , Φrr , Φprio, Φscs) ×

Synthesis
It uses the concolic testing to find an input and a schedule manifesting given data
races [70].

MCM (2014)
(any) ×

Synthesis
It encodes a given trace concurrency bug patterns into ordering constraints, and uses
SMT solvers to generate new schedules [71].

Musuvathi et al.
(2008)

(Φenum) ×
Diverse behaviors

It enforces fair stateless model checking: it records which threads are blocked by t, and
resumes blocked thread when t yields [72].

Memcheck (2011)

CDSchecker (2013)
(Φenum) ×

Diverse behaviors

It takes into account more low-level events that accept relaxed consistency guarantees,
encode memory coherence guarantees offered by the C11 semantics, and model check
programs with these extra constraints [73, 74].
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Fig. 4: Search space of delay bounding.

restricts basic schedulers to exercise schedules containing at
most k contexts, or k − 1 switches [51].

Preemption bounding is similar to context bounding ex-
cept that a thread preemption occurs when the last thread is
still active. We define preemption in trace τ = 〈e0, . . .〉 as:

∃i, 0< i< |τ| ∧ ei.t , ei−1.t ∧ ei−1.t ∈ enable(state(τ0:i−1)).

Preemption bounding extensions, thus, restricts basic sched-
ulers to explores schedules with at most k preemptions [45,
75].

Delay bounding extension in model checking [38, 46] is
ingenious, which combines a deterministic scheduler and a
delay explorer. The delay explorer is to block the current
thread, i.e., delaying the execution of the current thread. Dur-
ing the interleaving exploration, instead of selecting which
thread to execute, it makes a binary decision: let the deter-
ministic scheduler select a thread to execute or let the de-
lay explorer block the current thread and select a next thread
again. In this way, it transforms the traditional interleaving
space into a binary-tree space, as shown on Figure 4. Fur-
thermore, it bounds the number of delay explorer invoking.
Delay bounding can be used naturally by our schedule gen-
erator that bounds the number of extra extension usages for
basic schedulers.

All these bounding extensions restrict the space to explore,
and thus, make enumerations in the space tractable. However,
they also restrict concurrency bugs to detect at the same time.
They can also be used with other basic schedulers besides
Φenum and take a larger boundary number, according to our
framework. For example, Φscs can work with context bound-
ing, which restricts the number of thread switches in each
interval while each interval execution still conforms to the
speed vector of Φscs.

4.3 Extension for Schedule Reduction

Besides bounding the interleaving space, extensions about
partial order reduction (POR) [76] also attempts to reduce the
interleaving space to explore by exercising only those sched-
ules resulting in different states. They can filter out equivalent

schedules that are redundant to exercise, where two schedules
are deemed equivalent if one can be obtained from the other
by commuting independent event pairs.

Two events are independent if they are not conflicted and
there is not a happens-before relation between them. First,
events conflict with each other if they access the same mem-
ory location, and at least one of them is a write event. Sec-
ond, the happens-before relation [43], denoted as ≺hb, is a
partial order over events such that 1). event ea is executed
before eb by the same thread, then, we have ea ≺hb eb;
or, 2). event ea and eb lock/unlock the same lock or cre-
ate/join a thread then ea ≺hb eb. Relation ≺hb is transitive.
Thus, trace 〈read(t1, x), write(t2, y), read(t1, x)〉 is equiv-
alent to trace 〈write(t2, y), read(t1, x), read(t1, x)〉 because
write(t2, y) can be commuted froward.

Verisoft [44] is the pioneer work of model checking the
interleaving space of multi-threaded programs. It works on
top of the enumeration scheduler Φenum, and it also proposed
an extension to reduce the to exploration. When enumerating
new states from state s, it filters out threads that are indepen-
dent with the last(s). Note that it only considers two con-
tinuous independent events instead of events with happens-
before relations.

Other techniques, like dynamic partial order reduction
(DPOR) [61, 62], identify different schedules with happens-
before relations during runtime. When using basic sched-
ulers to select a next thread enforcing an event, DPOR an-
alyzes whether the selected event conflicts with previously
executed events in the trace and whether it can be scheduled
forward to execute. If so, DPOR inserts a backtracking point
where the event can be executed, which results in an alterna-
tive schedule that is not “equivalent” to the current one. For
example, if trace 〈read(t1, x), write(t2, y), read(t1, x)〉 is ex-
ercised, and write(t3, y) is selected now; we may analyze
that write(t3, y) and write(t2, y) are conflicted and concur-
rent, and thus, write(t3, y) may be enforced forward. We can
insert a backtracking point right after read(t1, x), i.e., adding
t3 to its enable, which attempting to explore a new trace
〈read(t1, x), write(t3, y), . . .〉.

Recent techniques further improve DPOR to filter out
more schedules. Since most POR techniques take lock ac-
quisition events dependent, i.e., a unlock event always has
a happens-before relation with its following lock event,
regardless whether events in the critical sections are con-
flicted, they consider all possible interleaving between these
critical sections. Lock-Aware Partial Order Reduction (La-
por) [63], on the other hand, regards lock acquisition events
as unordered, identifies critical sections containing conflicted
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read-write events, and just explores different schedules be-
tween conflicted critical sections.

4.4 Extension for Probability Promotion

Consider that the interleaving space is astronomically large,
we usually sample schedules when testing multi-threaded
programs. Nevertheless, pure random schedule sampling by
Φrand may be inefficient. Extensions are used to promote
schedule sampling techniques by filtering out redundant sam-
plings or raise probabilities of finding buggy bugs.

RAndom Partial Order Sampling (RAPOS) [35] proposed
an extension to reinforce Φrand, which attempts to sample
schedules resulting in different states. During each thread
selection in state s, it randomly selects multiple threads to
enforce events (each thread enforces one event) concurrently,
where each thread’s event is independent with each other but
is dependent on the last event last(s). Note that it is simi-
lar to Verisoft that it only considers dependence between two
continuous events but not happens-before relations.

Thread sampling can also be probability guaranteed. Con-
sider that most concurrency bugs can manifest by several
thread preemptions [50], Probabilistic Concurrency Testing
(PCT) [47] uses this heuristic to sample preemption points in
the schedule instead of randomly selecting threads. It pro-
posed a depth metric of a bug as the minimum number of
thread switches to find the bug. It, thus, samples d preemp-
tion points for a bug with depth d. PCT exploits the priority
scheduler Φprio, i.e., it lets one thread with the highest prior-
ity to execute continuously, and randomly selects d schedule
points, at which it lowers the priority of the current thread,
thus, switches to another thread. Assume that there are n
threads and k events, then, it is with probability 1/nkd to sam-
ple a specific schedule—it is 1/n to randomly select the first
thread to execute and is 1/kd to select d appropriate preemp-
tion points. PCT proves a more restrict lower bound with
probability 1/nkd−1 in their work.

PCT can be further improved as for as execution perfor-
mance because it schedules only one thread at each thread
selection. As an improvement, PPCT (Parallel PCT) [52]
schedules multiple threads at a time, which is able to run
threads concurrently and still has the same probability guar-
antee as PCT. In contrast to PCT that always allows a thread
with the highest priority to execute, PPCT maintains two
thread priority sets, namely higher priority set and lower pri-
ority set; any thread with higher priority is allowed to execute.
Similarly, PPCT still randomly samples d schedule points to
change the priorities of threads.

Though PCT provides a fabulous lower bound of probabil-
ity, it may be inefficient to find a bug with more preemption
schedules, i.e., when d becomes large because PCT is un-
aware of partial orders and samples redundant schedules. As
a contrast, Partial Order Sampling (POS) [57] is a partial or-
der aware technique, and it attempts to sample a schedule sat-
isfying a partial order. Suppose we attempt to sample a sched-
ule satisfying the partial order e1 ≺hb e2 ≺hb e3, it should
guarantee that prio(e1) > prio(e2) > prio(e3) when using a
priority scheduler. We can see that the probability to sample
such a schedule is lower as the schedule becomes longer be-
cause each assignment depends on previous priorities. On the
other side, POS ingeniously observe that it is unnecessary to
provide the whole priority sequence but is sufficient to assign
priorities separately—the assignment, prio(e1) > prio(e2) and
prio′(e2) > prio′(e3), is also able to sample the partial or-
der. In this way, POS does not take history into consideration
when assigning event priorities, and it can randomly reassign
priorities to each event in the enable set after every thread
selection7).

4.5 Extension for Interleaving Guideline

Though extensions like PCT or POS provide a probability
guarantee for random schedule sampling, it is still difficult
to sample buggy schedules when confronted with real-world
programs that contain millions of events. Other extensions
have also been proposed to use different heuristics directly
that guide exercising buggy-prone schedules.

Similar to code coverage that is commonly used as a met-
ric to measure the sufficiency of testing, various concurrency
coverage is used to help exercise different schedules [77].
ConTest [64] uses synchronization coverage to test multi-
threaded programs. When a thread is to enter a critical sec-
tion (i.e., acquiring a lock), it will be in a blocked state or
a blocking state. ConTest attempts to let threads exercise
different states as far as possible by injecting delays at syn-
chronization points. Meanwhile, Hong et al. [67] proposed a
synchronization-pair coverage, which means two continuous
lock acquisitions on the same lock without an intermediate
acquisition. They also schedule programs before each lock
acquisition to produce different synchronization pairs by in-
jecting delays.

Pset describes a more general concurrency coverage on top
of statements [78]. The pset of a statement st, pset(st), means
that for each statement st′ ∈ pset(st), there exists an exercised

7) If there are multiple events with a same priority, select one of them
randomly.
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schedule, in which an event enforced by statement st is imme-
diately dependent upon an event enforced by st′. HaPset [65]
extends Pset by identifying a statement with more informa-
tion, e.g., file, line, thread and calling context. It guides the
interleaving exploration for more pset coverages. For exam-
ple, if there is a pset st′ ∈ pset(st), when an event is enforced
by st′, we may delay the current thread. If statement st is
then to execute, we also block it and select other events to
enforce, such that we look for a new statement immediately
depending on st′.

In addition to concurrency coverages, extensions can also
use bug patterns to guide the interleaving exploration directly.
Ctrigger [27] targets for schedules manifesting atomicity vio-
lations. An atomicity violation occurs with the access pattern
〈e1, e2, e3〉, where all events access the same variable, and e1

and e2 are enforced by the same thread, while event e3 is
from a different thread. During the exploration, Ctrigger can
record schedules, analyzes patterns in execution traces, and
attempts to delay the event e3, thus, leading to the expected
pattern.

The data race is an important indicator of concurrency
bugs. A data race happens between two memory accesses
when there are no happens-before relations between them,
and one of them is a write operation. RaceFuzzer [55] is ca-
pable of strengthening basic schedulers to guide schedules
sampling by data races, though it was proposed to reinforce
Φrand originally. It first uses an unsound data race detector to
find potential racing statement pairs (i.e., events enforced by
the statements are raced); then, it executes the program again.
When the selected thread is to enforce a racing statement, it
will be delayed until its racing pair is also ready to execute.
When both the statements can be executed, i.e., there are two
threads in the enable to enforce them, a data race can be
captured. RaceFuzzer, then, randomly select one of them to
execute first.

Instead of exploiting a race detector beforehand to com-
pute statement candidates that may manifest concurrency
bugs, DrFinder [15] attempts to reverse happens-before re-
lations to find hidden data races. Suppose that there is a
schedule read(t1, x) ≺hb unlock(t1, `) ≺hb lock(t2, `) ≺hb

write(t2, x), if the ordering unlock(t1, `) ≺hb lock(t2, `) is
reversed, the read and write operation may happen concur-
rently that comprise a data race. DrFinder proposed a may-
trigger relation that specifies whether a method may trigger
a lock acquisition either directly or indirectly. It first pro-
files executions to compute the relation, and during explo-
ration, it may suspend a thread when acquiring a lock if other
concurrent methods may trigger the acquisition on the same

locks. In this way, it attempts to reverse the lock acquisi-
tions by allowing anther thread to hold locks first. For the
above-mentioned example, if we know thread t2 will acquire
the lock ` soon and thread t1 is to acquire the same lock, we
will block t1 and let t2 hold the lock first.

On the other hand, DeadlockFuzzer [56] strengthens ba-
sic schedulers by the guideline of deadlocks, which is also
a common concurrency bug [50]. A deadlock happens
when there exists a lock acquisition dependence cycle, e.g.,
〈lock(t1, `), lock(t2, `′), lock(t1, `′), lock(t2, `)〉. Similar to
RaceFuzzer, it uses an unsound deadlock detector (which
may cause false positives) to find potential deadlock cycles
first. During the exploration, it performs delays when en-
countering lock acquisitions or lock releases, which target to
manifest real deadlock cycles.

Most approaches generate guidelines automatically with-
out human efforts. While, if programmers provide guide-
lines to exercise schedules, it may be more efficient to detect
concurrency bugs. For example, if a function is regarded as
atomic, then, a programmer can annotate this function to no-
tify the basic scheduler such that events in the function can
be enforced continuously. Concurrit [66] adopts such a coop-
erative strategy where it allows programmers to specify inter-
esting schedules by annotations in the programs, and it sys-
tematically exercises these schedules.

4.6 Extension for Schedule Synthesis

Extensions may cooperate with basic schedulers offline in-
stead of guiding the next thread selection during dynamic
analysis, i.e., they accept traces produced by basic sched-
ulers and synthesizes new traces directly. These extensions
can be regarded as trace analysis techniques (predicted trace
analysis) [71,79,80] because they do not control threads dur-
ing runtime, but we surveyed them in our framework because
they reinforce basic schedulers as far as exploring the inter-
leaving space.

Racageddon [70] takes potential data race candidates as
inputs and synthesizes schedules resulting in real races. For
each data race candidate, it uses the concolic testing [81, 82]
to find an input and a schedule manifesting the data race. Dur-
ing the synthesis, more different data races may be exposed
in the generated schedules, and it swaps these data races as
new candidates to synthesize more schedules.

PENELOPE synthesizes schedules manifesting atomicity
violations [69]. Given a trace, PENELOPE abstracts it and
subjects it to an algorithmic analysis to generate new sched-
ules that contain atomicity violations. These atomicity viola-
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tions are restricted, i.e., comprising two threads and a single
variable according to the marked boundaries. It uses lockset
analysis to identify two concurrent events e1 and e2, which
means that an atomicity violation sequence 〈e1, e2, e3〉 is fea-
sible because e2 can execute concurrently with e1, thus, oc-
curs between e1 and e3. The generated schedule is not sound,
which is feasible at the abstract level but may be infeasible
in real executions. PENELOPE hence re-executed schedules
with test harness to prune false positives.

Predictive trace analysis is a general technique to ana-
lyze execution traces [80, 83], and maximal causal model
(MCM) has been proposed to synthesize schedules given
traces [71, 79, 80]. It encodes traces together with concur-
rency bug patterns into constraints, and it leverages SMT
solvers [84] to generate new orderings that represent new
schedules. Each event in the input trace is assigned an or-
der variable Oe, and order variables should satisfy the or-
dering constraints, i.e., happens-before relation, read-write
constraint, etc. For example, if e1 ≺hb e2, then, we have
Oe1 < Oe2 in the constraint. All constraints are fed into SMT
solvers and produce new schedules manifesting concurrency
bugs.

CheckMate [68] is used to generate a trace program in-
stead of a new trace. It annotates programs with specific
annotations, which are used to help identify markers in the
trace. Then, it generates a trace program containing only syn-
chronization events from the trace. After that, the trace pro-
gram is analyzed again to detect deadlocks. Since there are
not irrelevant events like memory accesses in the trace pro-
gram, the interleaving space is tractable. However, the trace
program is not sound, i.e., the schedules of the trace program
may be infeasible as far as the original program.

Note that the new schedules generated by these synthesis
extensions is constrained to original input traces, which are
obtained by basic schedulers. So, basic schedulers and syn-
thesis extensions benefit each other.

4.7 Extension for Diverse Behaviors

Extensions can also be used to strengthen the dynamic anal-
ysis or exercise more execution diversities.

Dynamic analysis in Algorithm 1 produces new states by
selecting the next threads iteratively; however, it is inefficient
for nonterminating program executions, e.g., a thread doing
spin loops may be selected to execute repeatedly. Musuvathi
et al. proposed the fair stateless model checking based on the
observations: if thread t is scheduled infinitely often, then in
infinitely many of those t transitions thread t also yields [72].

During the exploration, they record all threads blocked by t;
when t is also blocked or yield the execution, the blocked
threads by t are selected to continue to execute instead of se-
lecting t again.

We assume sequential consistency above for all tech-
niques, which also limits the detection power of basic sched-
ulers in relaxed memory models. Even by model check-
ing programs on relaxed memory models, exercising only
schedules is insufficient because not only schedules influ-
ence program states but also other relaxed behaviors. For
example, a read event in a deterministic schedule may read
different values, which depend on the memory model, i.e.,
in trace 〈write(t1, x), write(t1, x), read(t2,x)〉 the read may
read from either the first write or the second one. With cer-
tain extensions, we can explore more executions allowed by
the memory model. Memcheck [73] and CDSchecker [74]
exhaustively explores different behaviors allowed in relaxed
memory models. It takes into account more low-level events
(e.g., atomic variables’ read/write in C11) that accept relaxed
consistency guarantees, and it encodes memory coherence
guarantees offered by the C11 semantics. With such extra
constraints, it is able to explore more behaviors for a sched-
ule. In other words, these extensions interpret schedules with
other constraints, which allow different execution results.

We summarize all the mentioned-above extensions in Ta-
ble 2 according to their purposes and publication years. We
also list our recommendations for the cooperation between
basic schedulers and extensions.

4.8 Discussion

Note that extensions can be combined into usages; for exam-
ple, one can use a space bounding extension to reduce the
interleaving space, use guidelines to target for specific sched-
ules, and use synthesis extensions to generate new schedules.
We list each of them as a representative application of differ-
ent extensions.

5 RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

The framework of schedule generator and the small in-
terleaving hypothesis provides several research opportunities
from designing basic schedulers, exploiting different exten-
sions to combining them effectively.

First, we can introduce more basic schedulers, which is
important and largely affect the detection capability. We can
see that basic schedulers execute threads for long to reach the
potential bug site; thus, the state it can reach should be di-
verse, which means basic schedulers should be diverse. For
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example, it can be fair like Φrr, Φrand; meanwhile, it can also
be extremely unfair like Φscs. Following this design, basic
schedulers can expose more diversity besides fairness. For
example, it can expose the affinity between threads and vari-
ables such that different threads access different memory lo-
cations with various access time, overhead, or speed. It can
also expose the fairness of thread groups instead of individu-
als by grouping different threads into a bundle and schedule
them together.

Second, most of the existing basic schedulers work on the
event granularity, which incurs high overhead when schedul-
ing. However, we can accelerate them by scheduling thread
at a more coarse granularity, like functions other than events,
according to the coarse-grain hypothesis [85]. In this way,
we can also combine different basic schedulers by layered
scheduling, i.e., a coarse-grained scheduler and a fine-grained
scheduler. For instance, we may leverage Φscs to schedule
threads at function-level; while, during each epoch, we can
exploit Φprio to schedule events.

As far as extensions, we find that bounding the interleav-
ing space and reducing schedules are two important exten-
sions. However, when using them to reinforce Φenum and
Φrand separately, we need different concrete techniques to fit
basic schedulers. Similarly, we may propose corresponding
approaches to adopt these extensions to other basic sched-
ulers.

Consider that there still is not an omnipotent schedule gen-
erator to testing all multi-threaded programs, we should de-
sign different schedule generators for programs. Studying the
characteristics of different programs may shed lights on how
to combine basic schedulers and extensions effectively.

We introduce our experience in trying to design a sched-
ule generator—Schnauzer [60]. First, the importance of basic
schedule generators inspired us to design a different one in
contrast to common fair schedulers like Φrand and Φrr. The
speed control scheduler Φscs is the outcome, which works as
the basic schedule generator of Schnauzer. Then, it controls
speeds of few representative threads with different roles in-
stead of all threads according to the small interleaving hy-
pothesis; in addition, it also reduces the interleaving space
by scheduling threads at a coarse-grained level. Schnauzer is
able to reveal unknown concurrency bugs hidden for a long
time, and it can be further improved by combining other ex-
tensions. For example, we can bound the number of dif-
ferent speed vectors to exercise; we can bound the thread
contexts/preemptions during each execution interval, which
means bounding the interleaving sub-space of each interval.
We believe that designing new basic schedule generators and

applying different extension schedule generators can be fu-
ture work of developing a more effective schedule generator.

6 RELATED WORK

As a great number of techniques have been proposed to
analyze multi-threaded programs, there are also lots of prior
work surveying these approaches and building a roadmap of
them.

Exploring interleaving space in symbolic execution of
multi-threaded programs. We discuss exploring interleav-
ing space in dynamic analysis of multi-threaded programs in
this paper; similarly, how to effectively exploring interleav-
ing space is also important to symbolic execution of multi-
threaded programs. In contrast to dynamic analysis, sym-
bolic execution of multi-threaded programs takes inputs as
symbolic values. For each execution, it records the schedule
and path constraints executed by each thread as the execution
constraint; then, it can either select a schedule point to build a
new schedule or flip a branch in path constraints, which con-
structs a new execution constraint that can be solved by SMT
solvers [86–89].

As far as exploring interleaving space, dynamic analy-
sis and symbolic execution are similar at a high-level view;
i.e., selecting which thread when given a (concrete/symbolic)
state during the (concrete/symbolic) execution. Thus, basic
schedulers, like Φenum and Φrr, can also be used in symbolic
executions, and extensions may be designed from a similar
perspective, e.g., symbolic execution in a bounded space [87]
and using guidelines [86]. Furthermore, these exploration ap-
proaches may be tailored to symbolic execution because it not
only considers interleaving space but also input space for the
effective whole exploration.

Survey of concurrency bugs. Lu et al. conducted an in-
fluential survey that comprehensively analyzes concurrency
bugs [50]. They studied 105 read bugs from 4 large and
mature open-source applications: MySQL, Apache, Mozilla,
and OpenOffice, and found important implications about bug
patterns, bug manifestations, bug fix strategies, etc. Their
study reveals that atomicity-violation or order-violation are
two main patterns of concurrency bugs, which inspired a
great deal of subsequent checking techniques, and that most
bug manifestations are simple where bugs can be triggered
if certain order between just 2 threads is enforced, which
also provided a strong heuristic to bug detection and affected
many approaches.

Survey of concurrency testing. Arora et al. surveyed
testing multi-threaded programs based on different high-level
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testing approaches [40]. They studied 179 research publi-
cations over the period of 1983 to 2014, extracted the ap-
proaches from these works of literature, and classified them
into different categories, i.e., structural testing, model- based
testing, mutation testing, formal method, search-based test-
ing, etc.

More specifically, Bianchi et al. surveyed recent tech-
niques in testing multi-threaded programs [36] from the per-
spective of concurrency instead of high-level testing ap-
proaches. They searched literature from 2000 to 2015 sys-
tematically, selected 94 papers that witness novel research
contributions, and proposed a testing framework that is analo-
gous to the dynamic analysis. They classified papers into dif-
ferent categories: test generation, interleaving selection, and
oracle check, according to their framework; for each cate-
gory, they made further classifications by different techniques
approaches (e.g., dynamic or static ones), different heuristics,
etc.

Fu et al. also conducted a systematic review of concur-
rency testing; besides testing, they surveyed the literature
on concurrency bug exposing, detection, avoidance, and fix-
ing [39]. For each category, they then studied existing work
and introduced concrete techniques each work adopts.

These surveys are comprehensive studies that cover all
techniques of testing multi-threaded programs, but they sim-
ply present some techniques related to interleaving explo-
ration instead of analyzing the problem deeply, which is the
focus of this paper. We concentrate on how to exercise thread
schedules, which can be represented as the problem of how
to design a schedule generator, and then, we decompose the
schedule generator into different parts and survey existing
work about them.

Survey of systematically exploring bounded interleav-
ing space. Thomson et al. presented the first indepen-
dent empirical study on schedule bounding techniques for
dynamic analysis of multi-threaded programs [37]. They
compared the effectiveness of depth-first search, preemption
bounding [45], delay bounding [46], and random scheduling.
The results show that “1) delay bounding is superior to pre-
emption bounding; 2) schedule bounding is more effective
at finding bugs than unbounded depth-first search; 3) a naive
random scheduler is at least as effective as schedule bounding
for finding bug”. These are important indicators to develop
concurrency testing tools; nonetheless, we surveyed more dy-
namic analysis techniques and proposed a framework to de-
sign interleaving space exploration.

7 CONCLUSION

Exploring the interleaving space is crucial to the dynamic
analysis of multi-threaded programs. We regarded it as de-
signing a scheduler generator and decomposed it into two
main parts: a basic scheduler and an extension. According to
our framework, we surveyed common basic schedulers and
work on different extensions. We hope that our framework
could shed light on how to design an effective schedule gen-
erator and researches on basic schedulers and extensions.
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